
February- November 2016 saw Ardmore and Merenda work together to achieve high quality finish 
in Berkeley Homes, St Georges Fulham Reach Apartment Project.

These high-end apartments on the banks of the River Thames, London were specified with top 
quality joinery finish throughout.
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“...From point of contact, to supply of samples, to the final project completion, the Merenda team 
was at our shoulder and supported us and our in-house joinery team to deliver on our client’s needs. 
Merenda helped us make the right decisions for the St. Georges project...”                

Merenda Products used at sampling and production.

1mm Edgebanding                MDF Wrapped Moulding

Denis O Sullivan
Project Manager  
Ardmore construction

● Specialist edgebanding supplier

● PVC/ABS – 0.4mm to 2mm

● Melamine – Preglued and Unglued

●  Veneer Edging 0.5mm – 2.5mm, preglued 
in 0.5mm – multiple widths available up to 
290mm

●  Flexible profile wrapping veneer for 
mouldings

● Veneer layons

●  Standard sizes and bespoke laser cut to 
client specification

● Hotmelt adhesives

● Veneer solution & matching service

● Veneer project management service

● Technical support and advice

● Contract joinery partnership
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“...From point of contact, to supply of samples, to the final project completion, the Merenda team 
was at our shoulder and supported us and our in-house joinery team to deliver on our client’s needs. 
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Products

Specialist edgebanding supplier
PVC/ABS – 0.4mm to 2mm

Melamine – Preglued and Unglued

Veneer Edging 0.5mm – 2.5mm, preglued in 0.5mm – multiple

widths available up to 290mm

Flexible profile wrapping veneer for mouldings

Veneer layons
Standard sizes and bespoke laser cut to client specification

Hotmelt adhesives
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Febuary- November 2016 saw Ardmore and Merenda work together to acheive high quality finish 
in Berkeley Homes, St Georges Fulham Reach Appartment Project.

These high-end appartments on the banks of the River Thames, London were specified with top 
quality joinery finish throughout.
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“...From point of contact, to supply of samples, to the final project completion, the Merenda team 
was at our shoulder and supported us and our in-house joinery team to deliver on our client’s needs. 
Merenda helped us make the right decisions for the St. Georges project...”                

Merenda Products used at sampling and production.
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Febuary- November 2016 saw Ardmore and Merenda work together to acheive high quality finish 
in Berkeley Homes, St Georges Fulham Reach Appartment Project.

These high-end appartments on the banks of the River Thames, London were specified with top 
quality joinery finish throughout.
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“...From point of contact, to supply of samples, to the final project completion, the Merenda team 
was at our shoulder and supported us and our in-house joinery team to deliver on our client’s needs. 
Merenda helped us make the right decisions for the St. Georges project...”                

Merenda Products used at sampling and production.
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Merenda Understood from the outset the complexity of the London Dock residential project, 
through close collaborative partnerships with designers, supply chain and particularly the 
knowledge of the intricacies of using dyed wood veneer, matching and laying grain. 

From our first interaction with Frank, through several stages of sampling, costing, and right through 
the supply of the multitude of components during the project, Merenda took a hands on interactive 
approach through their organisation, standing as an excellent Supply Chain Partner. 

We received all samples, costings and lead-times promptly, allowing us to deliver an excellent 
service to our client and in turn allowing them to rest easy in the knowledge that the supply chain 
was understanding of the needs of the project in both quality and delivery performance. 

Throughout a large project such as this, there are inevitably times that the various partners need 
to pull together to ensure lead-times and quality is maintained. Merenda never shirked their 
responsibilities and were always looking for solutions to any unforeseen issues that arose.

Throughout the Project Merenda worked with us, to achieve our goals.

Stan Bond

Director Principal Doorsets
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Merenda Understood from the outset the complexity of the London Dock residential project, 

through close collaborative partnerships with designers, supply chain and particularly the knowledge 

of the intricacies of using dyed wood veneer, matching and laying grain. 

From our first interaction with Frank, through several stages of sampling, costing, and right through 

the supply of the multitude of components during the project, Merenda took a hands on interactive 

approach through their organisation, standing as an excellent Supply Chain Partner. 

We received all samples, costings and lead-times promptly, allowing us to deliver an excellent service

to our client and in turn allowing them to rest easy in the knowledge that the supply chain was 

understanding of the needs of the project in both quality and delivery performance. 

Throughout a large project such as this, there are inevitably times that the various partners need to 

pull together to ensure lead-times and quality is maintained. Merenda never shirked their 

responsibilities and were always looking for solutions to any unforeseen issues that arose.

Throughout the Project Merenda worked with us, to achieve our goals.

Stan Bond.

Director Principal Doorsets.

Tabu BB.00.023 Lay-on

Manufactured on site in Merenda 

   

Skirting M.D.F. WRAPPED IN TABU LATI WITH REBATED FEATURE DESIGN.

6.5MM Solid beech lipping wrapped with Tabu BB.00.023 ready for application onto a firedoor core 

and over veneered for a seamless finish.

   

Skirting M.D.F. WRAPPED IN TABU LATI WITH REBATED FEATURE DESIGN.

6.5MM Solid beech lipping wrapped with Tabu BB.00.023 ready for application onto a firedoor core 

and over veneered for a seamless finish.

Door faced with Tabu BB.00.023 Lay-on. Lay-on supplied by Merenda.

Frame : M.D.F. wrapped with Tabu BB.00.023 , rebated ready for Architraves. 

M.D.F. moulding supplied with rebates by Merenda.


